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Wines by the glass

White wine

104. Picpoul de Pinet, Tournee du Sud
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A steely, poised dry white wine, showing character of lemon
peel and green apple and just hints of cinnamon.
France 12.5%

106. Grillo ‘Vitese’, Sicily, Columbia Bianca
Grillo is the flagship of the Sicilian indigenous white varieties
A fresh spicy wine with stone fruit and ginger flavours
finishing on a refreshing lime note. Italy 12.5%

201. Pinot Grigio, Novita
Fresh, crisp and clean Pinot Grigio with vibrant
Pear and apple flavours. Italy. 12%

400. Boundary line Chardonnay
Concentrated, fruity aromas of citrus and melon lead to a
soft, delicate palate with gentle hints of oak to add
complexity. Australia 13%

403. Secret Coast Sauvignon Blanc
A restrained Marlborough sauvignon blanc with flavours of
gooseberries and passionfruit. New Zealand 12.5%

Rose wine
502. Pinot Grigio Blush, Novita
Pretty pink colour, this wine is off-dry and fruity with aromas
of ripe cherries and strawberries. Italy 12%

503. Primitivo rose ‘Tramari’, Salento, San Marzano
Made from the Primitivo grape, this is a very appealing pale
and tangy rose with aromas of roses and wild strawberries
against a creamy background of Mediterranean spice.
Italy 13%

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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Wines by the glass
Red wine
800. Shiraz Cabernet, Saddle Creek

125

175

250

btl

3.75

5.80

7.80

22.00
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5.80

7.80
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27.00

4.10
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Peppery, plum and violet characters balanced with
subtle oak. Australia. 13%

700.

Merlot, Tierra Antica
Deep vibrant colour with sweet berry fruit on the nose
and palate. Chile.13%

701. Malbec ‘Paula’ Dona Paula
Aromas of fresh red and black fruit, berries, spices and
cigar box. An excellent choice to enjoy on its own. Argentina.
14%

703. Rioja Crianza, Hugonell
Aged in oak barrels, it shows ripe red fruit flavours,
with subtle hints of vanilla and coconut. A delicious mediumbodied red. Spain. 13.5%

901. Negroamaro ‘II Pumo’, Salento San Marzano
A juicy, warm and savoury wine, full of flavour of raisined red
fruits, eminently moreish. Italy 13%

Sparkling wine + champagne
1401. Prosecco Extra dry, Amata

125

btl

6.00

28.00

12.00

49.00

Elegant and stylish, with delicate aromas of green apple, succulent pear
and lifted citrus notes. Balanced, with fine bubbles and attractively crisp
finish. Italy 11%

1408. Champagne Bernard remy, brut ‘carte blanche’ Nv
Refreshing notes of lime and lemon combine with floral nuances, honey
and brioche on the palate. Elegant and fresh. France 12%

1407. ‘The trouble with dreams’ Brut, East Sussex, surge

66.00

An off dry, fruity and appealing sparkling wine. England. 11 %

1403. Pinot Grigio Blush Spumante, Sacchetto Nv

29.00

Fine and continuous bubbles, this off dry sparkling wine is fruity and
appealing with a floral and fresh fruity bouquet and a lingering finish.
Italy. 12%

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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Whites
Off dry & aromatic white wine

btl

100. Chenin Blanc, Wild Garden

21.00

Off dry in style, this wine has rounded aromas of ripe pear and chamomile and finishing on a
fruity note. South Africa. 11.5%

101. opal ridge gewürztraminer verdelho

23.50

A brilliant combination of gewürztraminer and Verdelho producing a vibrant and fresh tasting
wine. Australia. 11.5%

102. Torrontes, ‘1300’, Uco Valley, Andeuna

27.50

This aromatic wine shows lovely rose, jasmine and peachy notes combined with a touch of
spice. Argentina. 13.5%

104. Picpoul de pinet, Tournee du Sud

26.00

A steely, poised dry white wine, showing character of lemon
peel and green apple and just hints of cinnamon.
France 12.5%

105. Riesling Yellow Seal, Schloss Johannisberg, Rheingau

44.00

A fragrant, fruity bouquet of lemon and peach. Fuller on the palate, off dry, peachy, crisp
acidity and a long finish. Germany. 11.5%

106. Grillo ‘vitese’ Colomba Bianca

23.00

Grillo is the flagship of the Sicilian indigenous white varieties. A fresh and spicy wine
With stone fruit and ginger flavours finishing on a refreshing lime note. Italy 12.5%

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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Dry, crisp & light white wine

btl

201. Pinot Grigio, Novita

23.00

Fresh, crisp and clean Pinot Grigio with vibrant pear and apple flavours. Italy 12%

206. Pinot Blanc, Dopff au Moulin, Alsace

27.50

Fresh and lively aromas of apple blossom and notes of ripe pear with spice and almonds.
France. 12.5%

207. Gavi di Gavi ‘Fossili’ san Silvestro Piemonte

28.00

Excellent citrus fruit on the nose, hint of floral undertones. Delicate spicy notes with a long
and crisp finish. Italy. 12.5%

208. Classic doc san Michele, ca’ Rugate

29.50

Light straw in colour this elegant wine, built with hints of camomile and elderflower on the
nose, and notes of sweet almond on the finish. Italy. 12%

209. Grüner Veltliner ‘Spiegel’, Weingut Rabl

31.50

A fine, fresh bouquet with lemon, citrus and mineral tones on the palate. Austria. 12.5%

211. Larry Cherubino, ad hoc Wallflower Riesling

35.00

Softly textured with citrus flavours lingering onto the palate. Long acidity and persistent with
a flavoursome finish. Australia. 11.5%

213. Pomino Bianco, Marchesi de’ Frescobaldi

36.00

Fresh and enticing bouquet of green apples, peaches and a fresh and youthful flavour. Italy.
12.5%

214. Grüner Veltliner ‘Johann’ Federspiel, Donabaum

36.50

Fine aromas of white pepper and cardamom, fruit flavours reminiscent of green apple. Well
balanced. Austria. 12%

215. Sancerre domaine Gerard millet, Loire Valley

36.50

Vibrant sauvignon notes of grapefruit and lemon with good weight and a clean crisp finish.
France. 12.5%

216. Riesling Haardter Mandelring Kabinett Trocken, Weegmuller

38.00

Delicate nose with hints of spice and pineapple, packed with tropical fruit and lovely
intensity. Germany. 12.5%

217. Thalassitis Assyrtiko, Gaia wines, Santorini

38.00

Minerally with fresh lemon zest, and underlying floral notes. Greece. 13%

218. Gavi di Gavi ‘Rovereto’ Michele Chiarlo, Piemonte

39.00

Dry, spicy with a pleasant mineral and floral tone and mouth-watering finish. Italy. 12.5%

220. Alvarinho Minho, Reguengo de Malgaco

40.00

Fresh and fruity with aromas of pear, apple and stone fruit. Portugal. 13%

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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btl
Oaked, full white wines
300. Blanco Senorio de Ondarre

22.00

A spicy wine with ripe fruit and vanilla tones, creamy mouthfeel and a long elegant finish.
Spain 12%

301. Colheita Seleccionada Adega de Pegoes white

26.00

A full flavoured wine with good weight and a creamy vanilla oak character. Portugal 13%

304. Hen & Chicken Chardonnay, Larry Cherubino

37.00

Aromas of citrus and melon with a soft palate and flavours of lemon butter with gentle oak and
spice. Australia. 13%

306. Domaine Tabordet, Pouilly Fume Laurier

42.00

Characteristic flinty nose and palate opening out to show floral and dried fruit scents. Good
weight, full bodied and balanced acidity throughout. France. 12.5%

307. Lismore Estate Vineyards, Viognier

44.00

An expressive bouquet with hints of smoke and walnut and toffee. Palate is lively and ripe of
apricot and mandarin, with a long walnut inspired finish. South Africa. 13%

308. Pouilly Fuissé Prestige, Château Beauregard, Burgundy

50.50

Stone fruit, floral and ripe pear aromas with grapefruit and mineral in the mouth to a creamy,
buttery finish. France 14%

310. Châteauneuf du Pape Blanc, Château Fortia

54.00

Deep golden colour, rich and broad with dried apricot and nutty flavour. France. 13%

312. Condrieu Terrasses de l’empire, Georges Vernay, Rhône, 2015

99.00

Lovely lychee, peach and full, creamy palate. Pure viognier expression. France 13.5%

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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Unoaked fruity white wines

btl

400. Boundary line chardonnay

22.00

Aromas of citrus and melon. The palate is soft with a cleansing acid finish. Flavours of lemon
butter complement the fruit and there are gentle oak hints to add complexity. Australia 13%

402. Falanghina ‘Albente’, Feudi di San Gregorio

24.50

Clean and sharp nose with hints of white flowers and stoned fruits. Palate is vibrant and
balanced with a clean finish. Italy. 13%.

403. Secret Coast Sauvignon Blanc

26.00

A restrained Marlborough sauvignon blanc with flavours of gooseberries and passionfruit.
New Zealand 12.5%

405. Tandem Inmacula, Viognier, Viura

27.50

Very fine nose which gives rise to aromas of apricot, pear, white flowers and an elegant
mineral touch. Spain 14%

407. ‘1753’ Viognier Château de Campuget du Gard

29.00

Delicious peachy and apricot fruit fresh and long tasting. France 13.5%

408. Apostrophe Riesling, Gewürztraminer

31.50

Great minerality bound with subtle spice, rose water and mandarin. A great companion to
anything with a light spice. 12% Australia

409. Pecorino Terre di Cheiti, Linea Cru

35.50

Fresh and fruity, with clear notes of citrus fruits and tropical fruits, white peach, mango and
sage. 13.5%. Italy

410. Pioneer Block 3 Sauvignon Blanc, Saint Clair

38.00

Blackcurrant leaf and nettles, with a deliciously concentrated and long palate, where new
world power meets old world refinement. New Zealand. 13 %

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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Rose
All the flavour none of the tannins

btl

501. Syrah Grenache Rose ‘Le Campuget’ Château de Campuget

22.00

An enticing aroma of fresh strawberries and cream complemented by a soft and rounded
flavour. France 13%

502. Pinot Grigio Blush, Novita

23.00

Pretty pink colour, this wine is off-dry with aromas of ripe cherries and strawberries. Italy 13%

503. Primitivo rose ‘Tramari’, Salento, San Marzano

25.00

Made from the Primitivo grape, this is a very appealing pale and tangy rose with aromas of
roses and wild strawberries against a creamy background of mediterranean spice. Italy 13%

504. Rose Cuvee Marie Christine’, Chateau de l’aumerade

30.00

Elegantly styled, with aromas of grapefruit and succulent peach underpinned by a refreshing
acidity, provencal rose at its best. France 13%

Reds
Light bodied & light tannin red wines

btl

601. Vina Edmara, Pinot Noir, Valle Central

23.50

Spicy black cherry and wild berry fruit, complemented by cedary oak and minerally dry leaf
notes. Delicate and savoury. Chile. 13.5%.

602. Oliver Ravier Beaujolais

35.00

Subtle floral aromas surrounding a core of deep red fruits. The palate is full of finesse with a
rich silky texture and a hint of bitter cocoa on the finish. France. 13%

603. Dopff Pinot Noir Rouge des 2 Cerfs, Alsace

40.00

A vibrant cherry nose with hints of violet, followed by delicate red fruit flavours with soft
tannins and a fresh, dry finish, France 13%

605. ‘Doctors Creek’ Block 14 Pinot Noir, Saint Clair

46.00

Rounded, luscious wine with a soft, full palate and good length of fruit flavours dominated by
redcurrant and cherry with a hint of plum. New Zealand. 13.5%.

606. Rockburn Pinot Noir, Central Otago

55.00

Deeply fruited with delicate floral tones with a touch of liquorice and supple silky tannins to a
long, spicy finish. New Zealand. 14.5%

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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Medium bodied & fruity red wines
Btl
22.00

700. Merlot, Tierra Antica
Red and black fruit aromas of juicy cherries and plums lead to a soft and moreish finish. Chile
13%

701. Malbec ‘paula’, Dona Paula

23.50

An accessible and rounded Malbec with notes of red cherry through to a spicy finish. Argentina
14%

703. Rioja Crianza, Hugonell

27.00

Aged in oak barrels, it shows ripe red fruit flavours, with subtle hints of vanilla and coconut. A
delicious medium-bodied red. Spain. 13.5%

704. Côtes du Rhone ‘est-quest’, Domaine Andre Brunel

27.00

Delicious and inviting Rhone style showing warm and spicy red berry flavours. France. 13.5%

706. Notios red Agioritiko, Gaia Wine

29.00

Hints of gooseberry and a discreet aroma of oak creating a soft, fruity flavour. Greece. 13.5%

707. Saint Clair Merlot, Marlborough

34.00

Medium bodied with lifted plum notes, currant, chocolate and mushroom with hints of toasty,
spicy oak. New Zealand. 14%

709. Ad Hoc, Middle of Everywhere Shiraz

37.00

Fresh wine with plenty of blackberry and cassis fruit, and a hint of liquorice on the finish.
Australia 14.5%

711. Gevrey-Chambertin, Pierre Naigeon, Burgundy

90.00

Raspberry fruit tones with spice and a good depth of flavour. France. 12.5%.

712. Fox Gordon, the Dark Prince, Nero d’Avola

40.00

This is a voluptuous, inky nero d’avola from Adelaide Hills, South Australia. %14.5

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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Medium bodied to full bodied red wines
Btl
22.00

800. Shiraz Cabernet, Saddle Creek
Immensely popular blend of minty, plum and ripe red cherry characters
enhanced by a juicy vanilla character Australia. 13.5%

801. Antina Cabernet Sauvignon Tempranillo

22.00

Warm, earthy and mellow aromas with spice and ripe blackberry fruit
with toasted wood in the background. Fruity and smooth. Spain. 12.5%

803. Kore, Nero d’Avola, Duca di Castelmonte

24.00

Richly flavoured with ripe berry fruit notes. Sicily. 13%

804. Aglianico ‘Trigaio’, Feudi di San Gregorio

25.50

Aromas of cherry and raspberry on the nose carry on to the palate,
which is full bodied and well balanced. Italy. 13.5%

806. Rioja Reserva, Ondarre

34.00

Leather, vanilla and spice of traditionally made Rioja enveloped in an
elegant and textured palate. Spain. 14%

807. Berton Reserve Coonawarra Cabernet Sauvignon

30.00

Intense, ripe berries with hints of chocolate and liquorice. Australia.
14.5%

808. Touriga Nacional Reserve, Santo Isidro de Pegoes

30.00

Complex aromas of black cherry, spice and integrated oak. Portugal.
13.5%.

811. Matias Riccitelli, ‘the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree’
Malbec

41.00

Intense and mouth filling with wonderful aromas of black plum
combined with dark chocolate, spicy and smooth. Argentina 14%

812. Chateau Cissac, Haut Medoc

43.00

Full flavoured, reliable, robust and balanced with notes of cedar and
tobacco. France 12.5%

815. Chianti Classic Riserva Petri, Castello Vicchiomaggio

49.00

Enticing, sweet, ripe fruit on the nose with flavours of concentrated
black cherries with rich, opulent tannins. Italy. 14%

816.

The Yard Acacia Shiraz, Larry Cherubino

51.00

Aromatic spice and blue floral notes. Softly textured with ample,
Soft tannins. Australia 13%

818.

Chateau Leoville Barton Reserve de Leoville Barton 2011

71.00

Smooth with coffee and cedar notes. France 13%

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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Rich & robust red wines

900. Château Ksara Reserve du Couvent, Bekaa Valley

Btl
26.00

A complex nose of cloves, vanilla and mulberry with blueberry flavours. Lebanon. 13%

901. Negroamoro ‘II Pumo’, San Marzano

24.00

A juicy, warm and savoury wine, full of flavour of raisined red fruits, eminently moreish. Italy
13.5%

902. Piattelli Alto Molino Malbec

28.00

An attractive and vibrant example of argentinian malbec, dark, brambly fruits, plum jam, mixed
with velvety tannins and a smooth finish, Argentina. 14%

903. Avegiano Montepulciano d’Abruzzo, Bove

29.00

Red berries and wild strawberries with elegant notes of wood on the finish. A well-structured
and harmonious red wine with a lingering finish. Italy. 13%

904. Minervois Cuvee Selection, la Rouviole

29.00

A subtle blend of ripe fruits with oaky, vanilla notes and a fine, velvety texture. France. 14.5%

905. Perez Cruz Syrah Limited Edition, Maipo Alto

39.00

Distinctive aromas of blackberries and pepper with a touch of smoke, full bodied and wellstructured but retaining elegance. Chile. 14.5%

906. Perez Cruz Cot Limited Edition, Maipo Alto

40.00

Aromas of cedar, spice, black cherries and cassis. Blueberry and spice on the palate with
smooth, supple tannins. a very refined and elegant Malbec. Chile. 14%

907. Crozes Hermitage ‘inspiration’, La Ville Rouge, Rhône

34.50

Deep red, intense aromas of red fruits and black olives. Spicy and peppery notes with silky
tannins. an elegant and silky textured wine. France. 13%

908. Syrah La Sommeliere, Château de Campuget

41.00

Concentrated with ripe Syrah notes of chocolate and spice complemented by toasty oak.
France. 13.5%

909. Valpolicella ‘Ripasso’ superior DOC, ca’ Rugate

42.00

Full bodied palate with soft tannins make for a velvety red, with excellent aromas of red cherry
and a hint of spice. Italy. 14.5%

910. Bonsai Shiraz, Berton Vineyard, Cabernet

50.00

Rich and full-flavoured, with well-integrated oak that shows lovely black cherry, chocolate and
white pepper flavours. Australia. 14.5%

913. Andeluna Reserve Malbec, Mendoza, 2014

70.50

Complex aromas of ripe red fruits, with sweet, floral notes, especially the violets typical of
Malbec. Argentina. 15%

915. Châteauneuf du Pape Les Cailloux, Andre Brunel

78.50

Hints of cherries, smoke and ripe fruit with smooth flavours. France. 14%

917. Amarone, Roccolo Grassi, Veneto, 2013

105.00

Ripe fruit, beef, oak, summer pudding and cherry notes. Fresh, light style. Italy. 17%

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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Fine wines
White wines

btl

1000. Riesling Silberlack 1st growth, Schloss Johannisberg, Rheingau,
germany 2013
1003. Le Montrachet Domaine Thenard, Remoissenet, Burgundy,
france 2004

99.00
315.00

Red wine
1005. Fsm Merlot, Castello Vicchiomaggio, Italy 2007

btl
178.00

Dessert wine
1002. Château Climens, Barsac, Bordeaux, France 2005
1008. Château y’quem 1er cru classé, Sauternes, Bordeaux, France 2005

172.00
840.00

Magnums
1300

Château Beausite, St Estephe, Bordeaux

126.00

Ripe blackcurrant fruit, balanced oak and good structure. Full of power and temperament.
France. 13%

1301. Dogajolo Rosso, Carpineto

52.50

Fruit, soft and full with notes of cherry, vanilla and spice on the nose. Quite delicious. Italy.
13%

1302. Rioja Reserva, Bodegas Ondarre

63.00

Leather and spice on the nose, smooth and subtle on the palate with strawberries and vanilla
ice cream with well-integrated tannins. Spain. 13.5%

Sparkling wine
Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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Prosecco + sparkling wines

btl

1401. Prosecco Extra dry, Amata

28.00

Classic and stylish Prosecco, with delicate aromas of green apple, succulent pear and lifted
citrus notes. Balanced, with fine bubbles and an attractively crisp finish. Italy. 11%

1403. Pinot Grigio Blush Spumante, Sacchetto nv

29.00

Fine and continuous bubbles, this off dry sparkling wine is fruity and appealing with a floral and
fresh fruity bouquet and a lingering finish. Italy. 12%

English sparkling
1407. ‘The trouble with dreams’ Brut, East Sussex, surge

66.00

Fresh lemon flavours mingle with bready notes through-out, silken textured palate with
mouth-watering acidity. England. 11%

Champagne
N.V champagne
1408. Champagne Bernard Remy, Brut Carte Blanche nv

49.00

Refreshing notes of like and lemon combine with floral nuances, honey and brioche on the
palate. Elegant and fresh.

1409. Champagne Collet Brut Rose, nv

63.00

An intense and luminous peachy pink rosé delivers delicate aromas of mandarin, peach,
mulberries and raspberries.

1410. Ruinart r’ de Ruinart Brut, nv

84.00

A good, meaty, biscuity pinot influenced nose. Full, bright, leafy, red berry fruit on the palate
with a firm mousse and creamy character.

1411.

Bollinger Special Cuvée Brut, nv

85.00

Powerful yet elegant, bone dry champagne with a high proportion of pinot noir giving a
wonderfully biscuity nose, and flavours of citrus, nuts, figs and spice

1412.

Laurent-Perrier Cuvée Rosé Brut, nv

89.00

The briefest liaison with grape skins tantalisingly leaves this delicate colour yet exudes a floral
fragrance evolving soft red berry richness.

Vintage champagne
1413.

Bollinger La Grande Annee 2005

126.00

Intense, rich and complex with notes of butter, caramel and toffee. Aged for a minimum of five
years on its lees, and under cork, before its release, this excellent bone-dry champagne is full
and ripe with fine texture and mousse.

1414. Perrier-Jouët Belle Epoque Brut 2004/07

157.00

Rich bouquet and flavour with honey and lemon combined with notes of white
flowers and fresh fruits through to an elegant, floral finish.

1415.
1416.

400.00

Krug Brut, 1998
Subtle, focused, and fine, its gossamer texture, gradually coating the palate with
soft flavours of dried apricot, dried pineapple, almond paste, and sea brine.
Pol Roger Cuvee’ Vintage Sir Winston Churchill 1999/04 The nose is fresh, floral
with hints of quince and a gentle yeasty character. On the palate it is, for the moment,
restrained with greengage fruit, a hint of honey and a lick of citrus acidity. The finish is
delicious hinting at the richness and complexity which will be revealed over time.

210.00

Dessert wines
Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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100ml

375ml
16.50

5.90

20.00

5.90

20.00

1500. Nivole Moscato d’asti, Michele Chiarlo
A rich, delicate and well-balanced dessert wine from the muscat grape. Gently
sparkling, the fruit dances lightly on the tongue. Italy. 5%

1502. Elysium Black Muscat, Quady Winery, California
Rich berry flavour and a crystalline aroma of rose petals and lychee. USA.15%

1503. Essensia Orange Muscat, Quady Winery, California
Vibrant orange in colour, this wine delivers sweet oranges and apricots on the
Palate. USA. 15%

1504. Castelnau de Suduiraut, Sauternes

27.00

A beautifully balanced sweet wine with luscious fruit and a lively balancing
freshness. France. 14%

Fortified wines
1600. Barros late bottled vintage port

50ml
4.00

btl
40.00

4.50

38.00

Bottled after 4 years in cask, this port is deeply coloured with aromas
reminiscent of ripe berry fruits and mulberry. Full bodied with a long finish.
Portugal.

1601. Barros ruby douro
Deep ruby-red in colour, the wine is elegant and intense with heaps of black
fruit on the nose. Strong and exuberant but with remarkable fresh fruit
flavours.

Please ask a member of staff for details of wine vintages and wine availability.
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